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Permanant rotations of a heavy rigid body were discovered by Mlodzeevskll 
Cl] and Staude [23. 

The necessary conditions for the stability of permanent rotations of a 
heavy rigid body were Investigated by Crammel [3]. The sufficient conditions 
for stability of permanent rotations both for a general case with arbitrary 
mass distribution Inside the body, and for a number of special cases were 
derived by Rumlantsev [4]. A detailed Investigation of permanent rotations 
of a gyro&at moving by Inertia, and of Its stability Is due to Volterra[5]. 
A geometrical Interpretation of the motion of a gyrostat in the latter case 
was given for the first time by Zhukovskll C63. The problem of distribution 
of permanent axes of rotation of a heavy gyrostat has been partially solved 
by Anchev 173 and Brofa C83. The necessary and sufficient conditions of 
stability for certain motions of heavy gyrostats were found by Rumlantsev 
c91. 

In this work we determlne the permanent axes of rotation of a gyrostat 
under the action of forces resulting from a force function (I , and depend- 
ing only on the position of the gyrostat. 

We assume that the gyrostat s consists of the rigid body Sl, havl~~~ 
fixed point 0 and of the bodies S. joined nonpermanently with S, . 
angular momentum of the bodies Sp In their motion with respect to the body 
S1 Is assumed to be constant. We shall Investigate the stability of certain 
motions of the gyrostat using the second method of Llapunov. 

The orientation of the rectanguial, axes 
of the gyrostat S with the fixed point 0 . 

OXYZ determine the position 
The axes CXYZ are fixed In 
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the body S, and coincide with the principal axes of inertia of the gyrostat 
S moving about its fixed point. The Orientation of OXYZ refers to the 
rectangular coordinate system OQg fixed In space. Let Yl, YO# Ys .be the 
direction cosines of the C-axis with respect to moving axes X, Y, Er j let 
A,,& CO be the principal moments of inertia of the gyrostat S for ita 

* let p, Q, F be the X, Y, 2 components of the instantaneous 
angular viloclty of the body S, . If the angular momentum k of the rela- 
tive motion of the bodies Sa Is constant and if II is a. function of vl, 
yar y3 only, then the motion of the gyrostat is described by the system of 
six equations 

A~+(~-B)pr+i+-rks=- tw 

&l 
x =m-!?Ts W) 

Here kl, k,, ks are the X, Y, Z components of the vector k i the 
remalning equations are obtained by circular permutation8 of the Indices 
diaplayed Inside parentheses. 

Equations (1.1) and (1.2) permit the three first integrals 

W~zApg+Bqa+er-3-2U=const 

Ws = (Ap f k,)r, -I- (Bg + k&r, + @ + k,fra = m=t, W, = &’ f y’ + yrf = i 

@, Reasoning as the author In 113 we shall find out that the gyro&tat 
can rotate permanently with a constant angular velocity about the fixed axis 
c l Let the direction cosines of the permanent axis with respect to the XYS 
axes be denoted a, ;b, 0, 
(UJ a const) be written as 

and let the XYZ: components of the vector IN 

p = oa, q = ob, r = 06 (2.lj 

Equations (1.1) then take the form 

o*(C-B)bc+o(b~*-clCp)=:Ple-Pab (ABC, abc, 123) 

* e (i = i, 2, 3) (2.2) , , 
and Equations (1.2) are satisfied identically. 
together with the relation 

The system of equations (2.2) 

,S -I- b'J + c* =L: 1 ’ (2.3) 
can be used for determination of UI, a, b, o . 
(2.21 by o, b, u> 

Let us multiply Equations 
respectively, and add them. 

zero which means that every quadruple W, a, b, o 
The sum equals identically 
which satisfies any pair 

of Equations (2.2) must satisfy the third eqaution a8 well. Consequently we 
shall consider only two of the equations in the system (2.21, far example the 
first and the second one, assuming at the beginning 

A+:B$G (2.4) 
02 - ZD,w -t E, = 0, % - 2D,o + E, = 0 (2.5) 

a#@* b=!= 0, e#O (2.6) 

Pat - f.%b 
El = f- i) (C _ B) bc 

ha - PlC 
* E’l=f-i)(A-cja& (2.7) 

For every triple It, b, c 
they are equivalent only when 

we have two quadratic equations for III and 

_&z.z&, E & 1s (2J3) 

However, the relations (2.4) do not imply (2.8). The neceesary and sufr 
ficient condition for Equations (2.5) to coincide is that their resultant 

6% - E,)'- 4(I), - L)J(&E,- E,B,j = 0 (2.91 

must vanish. 
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Equation (2.9) In variables a, b, c has the form 

W [f$ (A - WI + bc I@ - C)PJ + ac iPa 6’ - A)V + W [ka (A - WI + 
+ bc [k, (C - WI + UC [ka (A - C)l) {a [B&3 - B&l + b Wah - B&,1 + 

+ c II&h - %I) = 0 (2.10) 

and It determines the locus of the permanent axes of the gyrostat. If we 
pass a unit sphere with Its center at the point C 
Points of intersection of the surface (2.10) with tie 

then the locus of the 

tain curve on the sphere. 
sphere will be a cer- 

A line joining any point of this spherical curve 
with the origin can be a 
determined from Equation 9 

ermanent axis, If the angular velocity UJ as 
2.5) for this line, la real. The points on this 

spherical curve possessing this property will be called permissible. 

For example let II - const , then the locus of the permanent axes Is the 
second order cone 

bc [k, (C - B)] + ac [ka (A -C)]+ab[k,(B-d)]=O 

All the points of the spherical curve and the generating lines of the 
cone are permlsslble, and the angular velocity of the permanent rotation Is 
found from 

bks - cka 
O=- (C-B)bc (2.11) 

If the force function Is 

u = 47 (srl + y0r8 + z0rs) + & ( AP + %* + Cr2) 

where (x0, vo, I,,) are the coordinates of the center of gravity, R Is the 
distance between the center of attraction and the point 0 , then the locus 
of the permanent axes Is the surface 

mg (cb [ZO (A - B)] + bc [q, (I3 - C)] + UC [y. (C - A)]}’ + 

+ 3gW’ {ab [k, (A - B)] + bc [k, (B - C)] + UC [k, (C - A)]}’ - 
- mg {a b& - s&d -I- b [z& - z&l -i- c [zo4 - y&l) X 
x {ab [k, (A - B)] + bc [k, (B - C)] + UC [kn (C -A)]} = 0 

If U = BlVl + BrY* + BY 8s and If for example A > B> C, and Blr 0, 
Pa> 0, 8s' 0 > then the locus of the permanent axes becomes a fourth order 
surface. The equation of this surface has the form (2.10) where al, ga, 
ES- const . 

Let grad .!I # UC . The surface (2.10) has the following generators: 
1) the rlnclpal axes of Inertia X, I, Z ; 
(0 0 OP and (B Bs, Ba) 

(2) the line between the points 
The points of Intersection of th$se generators 

wlih {he sphere iill be de&ted respectively by f, f, d, G , and dlamet- 
rlcally opposite points by X-, r, Z, G-. 

Let the solid annlea made by the half-planes passing through the above 
mentioned points be- 

81= {x+Y+x- 

438 =(x+x-z+,' 

x+G+X-}, es = {X+G+X-, X+X-Z+} 

x+x-Y-), 84 = (X+X-Y-, X+X-G-) 

eI={X+X-G-, x+x-z-), 80 = {x+x-z-, x+x-Y+) 

;h~%i!)-Z;:f;Z$i$$ 
then either o=D, + 1/D,=-El, or o=D,- 
the points of the spherical curve, contained in 
permlsalble If El< 0 ; the points of the spherl- 

cal curve contained In the angles es, t&, 8,, would not be permlsslble when 
p,- 0, and could be permissible If D,'- El3 0 . 

We shall study now the problem of Plndlng the angular velocity of gyro- 
stat's rotation about the permanent axls ficu, b, CI * 

The L-axle Is a permanent axis If and only If the numbers a, b, c 
satisfy Equation (2.10) which means that they must satisfy at least one of 



the Sour relations 

Dx f tiD3 - &=W+ fD#-Es (2.i2) 
If the numbers 0, b, c satisfy one of the relations (2.12) and besides 

D,2- El' 0 I then the rotation about .t with angular velocity u) can indeed 
occur, and u) would be equal to the left member of the corresponding equa- 
tion from (2.12). It Is easily seen that If the numbers u, b, c satlsS'y 
only two of the relations (2.12), then either D,- D, and El- Eat or 
D12- El- 0 or Daa-- E2- 0 . In the first case the gyrostat can rotate about 
the L-axis in opposite directions with different angular velocities _ 
a1 = D, + j/D,2 - 1:, 
lar velocity about the 

and o2 = n,- JfD,z - El. In the second case the angu- 
t-axis equals utl or ru,, respectively. It can be 

shown that If the numbers a, b, c satisfy three of the (2.12) relations, 
then they must also satisfy the fourth one. In this case the rotation with 
angular velocity w -I), about the permanent axis $(a, b c) 1s possible. 
One can make similar considerations without assuming (2.41 and (2.6). 

3. We shall Investigate the stability of permanent rotations of a gyro- 
stat assuming that U Is a twice differentiable function of yl, ys, y3 . 

Set Ifa, b, C) be an arbitrary permsnent axis of rotation (u # 0, 
CZO) * 

b # 0, 

The components of the angular velocity of the body SI along the moving 
axes are 

PI = @a, 40 = s& r, = oc (0 = const) 

Let us introduce the notation 

The stablllty of the permsne nt rotations will be investigated with respect 
to the variables P, 4, r, yl, ye, ye . Setting ln the perturbed motion 

p = pa + %I, (i = 'II + %z. r = J'e + %st Y1 = = + Qit 'Ys = 6 3- Qpt Ys = c + rls 

we obtain the equations of the perturbed motion, which permlt the following 
first Integrals: 

(3.1) 

V, = A (E? -t 2~4%~) I- B (%,2 + 2qoEz) i- C (fs2 + 2r0%s) -@A - 3&Q% - @sQs -- 

- 8,Q12 - 6,Qz2 - 6,Q$ - 2XlQlQ2 - %C2Q2Q3 - 2X,QsQl +. . . = COll8t 

vs = A (P,Ql + %~a -i- %lQi) + B (9aQ2 + %&' + %sQo) + 

+ c (r,Q, -+- %sc + %,Q$ + kQ1 +f &Qs + k,Qs = con& 

Vs = Q12 + Q2” + Q3’ -t 2 (UQl + tJQ% + CQ1) = 0 (3.2) 

We shall construct the Llapunov function in the form [g) 

where by (2.2) 
v = v, - 2647, + av, + '/,VVJ' (3.3) 

n&)&!&&_~Boa+Pafokrrc),+3B 
b C 

(3.4) 

k' = A%,' + 3%22 -f- c%,'-- ~;%xQI - hB%,Q, - hC%,Q, +PIQI' +p,Q22 + P2Q2* - 

- &'Q,Q2 - 2X2'QzQ2-- 2'$'91Qs + - - - (3.5) 

Here 
p1 = h - 6,- vaa, %*' = -2X, + 2vab (=& aa) 

The necessary and sufficient conditions for the function V to be 
positive-definite are, according to the Sylvester criterion, the following 
inequalities: 
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PI - OBA > 0, (p1 - OZA) (ps - cov?) - (?Q’)P>.O, (111 - m2A) (pL1 - 02B) (pLg -0W) - 

- (x,')~& - dC) - (x;)~@~ - CC%) - (x,')~ (pI - o*A) - 2x1'x;x; > 0 (3.6) 

If U = a,y, + r&y, + a,y, and Y = 0 , then the conditions (3.6) become 

h-&A >0, h -&B>O, I- O'c>O (3.7) 

as obtained previously ln 171. If the gyrostatic moment k Is collinear 
with the vector IU , that Is 

kl kr ks 
-=-=-=mid 

a b c 
then the conditions of stability can be written In the form 

m+ Pl a x m+$>O, m-l-~>0 

(3.8) 

The author expresses his sincere gratitude to V.V. Rumlantsev for his 
valuable advice. 
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